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Foreword 

Distinguished Delegates, 

Last year, the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs celebrated the 50th anniversary of 

the Outer Space Treaty, which entered into force on 10 October 1967.  This agreement serves 

as a sort of global constitution for international space law and 105 countries, including all with 

major space programs, are party to it. Crucially, it prohibits states from claiming sovereignty 

over celestial bodies such as the Moon and designates outer space as the ‘’province of all 

mankind’’ 

For all its hopeful Cosmopolitan language however, the document is considered to be anything 

but legally watertight. Countries with already established advanced space programs and large 

financial means at their disposal are arguably at a massive advantage compared to others. Non-

state actors are also not prohibited from the exploitation of space resources, further 

complicating the situation. However,  the limited nature of space exploration and exploitation 

in the past due to technological and other limitations, as well as the absence of private initiatives 

has ensured that the treaty retained its relevance. 

That fragile equilibrium has begun to shift. Changes in technologies, the geopolitical 

environment and the mindsets of ambitious entrepreneurs have led to a massive proliferation of 

both state and private initiatives for the economic exploitation of space. Since SpaceX first 

developed a re-usable rocket three years ago, the wildest themes of science-fiction have begun 

to lose their fictional annotation. However, the global political and legal dimension has so far 

failed to reach a similar breakthrough. This has both scared away potential new investors due 

to a lack of clear property rights, and a dangerous scramble for influence amongst the 

established powers.  

That is the crossroads upon we now stand, the choice between outer space as the province of 

all mankind, or as the arena for extending state and corporate anarchy beyond our atmosphere. 

That leads us to the theme of this year’s conference: Unification or fragmentation: challenges 

in a globalizing world. 

As the G20, a core forum of the nations with the largest economies and space programs , the 

task ahead will be monumental. 

We hope that this simulation will cultivate your interest and knowledge on the topic, allow you 

to meet ambitious fellow delegates and last but not least; enable a uniquely enjoyable 

experience! 

We are at your disposal for any questions or remarks. 

Kind regards,  

Dana Schadenberg and Teun Janssen  
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Introduction 

The night sky has always been a source of imagination for humans. Many of our ancestors saw 

it as the playground of the gods, looked to the skies for omens and drew mythical figures which 

today form our modern constellations. Around the beginning of the 17th century, the scientific 

revolution slowly pulled back the curtain of myth and exposed the physical realities of space, 

and the invention of the telescope became the first tool to chisel clarity out of its seemingly 

magical nature. Over the course of the next centuries, serious scientific research and politicians 

alike started concerning themselves with the conquest of space. The first real spaceflight, so the 

crossing of the atmosphere by a man made object into outer space, was successfully conducted 

20 June 1944. In morbidly ironic fashion, this was a weapons test of the V-2 rocket by the Nazi 

regime, which would later be used in terror bombardments on London. Curiosity sometimes 

goes hand in hand with man’s desire for destruction. 1 

In recent years space technology has developed rapidly and has become available for non-state 

actors, although the space sector remains dominated by governments since access to space is 

costly. 

Space activities have extended the economic sphere to low Earth orbit and enabled 

geostationary distances for telecommunication purposes, such as GPS. However, recent private 

initiatives want to extend this further to the Moon, asteroids and even Mars, for exploration and 

exploitation.2  

Thus private firms, and individuals even, have the ability to go to space. And there is a lot to 

gain since the minerals (like helium, but even water) offered by celestial bodies are valuable 

because of their rarity on earth. They can be used to replace fossil energy sources for instance.3 

   

Laws on the exploration of space have been created under the “Outer Space Treaty” (OST) and 

the “Moon treaty”, which will be more thoroughly addressed in the Historical Background 

chapter of this paper. Exploitation, however, implicitly deals with the notion of property rights. 

Since space is deemed part of our “common heritage” rules on the exploitation of the Moon and 

other celestial bodies are not clear cut. Firms will not invest in the exploitation of space 

resources if the rights to the extracted materials are not adequately defined. The paper will 

address this issue more detailed in the chapter Gaps in Legislation. 

 

The G20 is the latest instalment of the G-system, which came into being in 1975 to address 

world financial problems as the G6. The Group of 6 consisted of the economically strongest 

states of that time. It has now taken the form of a yearly summit and is comprised of emerging 

economies as well. Together the G20 members represent 85 percent of global economic output, 

75 percent of international trade and 2/3 of the world's population. As an initiative of 

economically strong nations aiming for more dialogue amidst financial crises, the Group 

developed outside of international law. It has no constitution, ongoing secretariat or budget and 

                                                           
1 https://www.space.com/4422-timeline-50-years-spaceflight.html 
2 https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/Benefits-Stemming-from-Space-Exploration-2013-TAGGED.pdf   
p.14  
3 https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf p.1 

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/Benefits-Stemming-from-Space-Exploration-2013-TAGGED.pdf
https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf
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hence no capacity to act independent of the member states. Thus they also do not create 

international law. It is more a forum for states to have informal talks, come to consensus on 

global issues and create policy ideas. Nowadays its agenda has broadened beyond just the world 

economy.  

 

Historical Background 

On 4 October 1957, the Soviet Union launched the first artificial satellite into Earth’s orbit. 

Sputnik 1 caused a crisis within the United States administration, and woke up the world to the 

practical implications of real space flight. As the US scrambled its own research teams to catch 

up with the Russians, the international community came together to formulate a framework for 

the exploration of Space. In 1959, the UN created the committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer 

Space, who’s legal subcommittee then drafted the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities 

of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial 

Bodies, or ‘’Outer Space Treaty’’ (OST) in 1967. Since then, 105 countries have signed it, 

making it the foremost document regulating human activity in space. It bars states from placing 

weapons of mass destruction (WMD’s) in a celestial orbit (rotating around the gravitational pull 

of a celestial body, like satellites around the Earth) , limits the use of celestial bodies to peaceful 

purposes, declares that exploration of outer space is open to all states and forbids the claiming 

of a celestial body by a state.  It also states that activities by non-governmental entities are 

subject to the responsibility of the appropriate state. Based on this regime, governments are 

accountable whenever a space object is launched from their territory, even if it is by a private 

entity. This international regime is therefore complemented by national space laws, like the 

issuing of licenses to regulate institutional and private space activities.4 In essence, it declares 

outer space as a common heritage of mankind. 5 We implore delegates to read this document 

carefully as it is a crucial factor in determining the range of options available to the G20.6 The 

OST was the most important of a set of five treaties negotiated between 1967 and 1979, the 

second most important of which is the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the 

Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (Moon treaty) of 1979. On 20 July 1969 humanity saw the 

first person land on another celestial body. The moon landing caused people all over the world 

to cling to their television sets, and confronted the international community with the urgency 

of clearer space legislation. The moon treaty was meant to expand upon the OST, and legally 

reinforce the principle of common heritage of mankind, explicitly forbidding the claiming of 

space resources, not just celestial bodies, by (non) governmental actors. The international 

community would be held responsible for regulating such activities instead. However, the treaty 

                                                           
4 http://www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/docserver/download/9214061ec008.pdf?expires=1516481470&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=
422F717EE1969AA8360B6B20D350E843  
The Space Economy at a Glance 2014: p.44 
5 Jennifer Frakes, ‘’The Common Heritage of Mankind Principle and the Deep Seabed, Outer Space, and 
Antarctica: Will Developed and Developing Nations Reach a Compromise?’’ Wiscoscin International Law Journal 
21 (2003), 409 
6 UNOOSA, United Nations Treaties and Principles on Outer Space.  
(New York, United Nations. 2002) http://www.unoosa.org/pdf/publications/STSPACE11E.pdf 

http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/download/9214061ec008.pdf?expires=1516481470&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=422F717EE1969AA8360B6B20D350E843
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/download/9214061ec008.pdf?expires=1516481470&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=422F717EE1969AA8360B6B20D350E843
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/download/9214061ec008.pdf?expires=1516481470&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=422F717EE1969AA8360B6B20D350E843
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was not signed by any of the nations with major space programs (only India did so) and is 

generally considered to be a failure only having been ratified by 18 states. 7 8 

After the cold war, the pace of space exploration cooled down. Steady cooperation took over 

from geopolitical competition. On 20 November 1998, the International Space Station (ISS) 

became operational. It became the first permanently crewed man-made international object in 

space, crewed by people from 15 nations, amongst which past arch rivals US and Russia.  9 

Since then international cooperation in space exploration has gradually become the norm, but 

the intensity and scope of missions has become more limited. Orbital developments, such as 

new space telescopes and more advanced satellites, the continued operation of the ISS and the 

associated space shuttle program, as well as unmanned probes scanning our solar system mark 

that trend. The OST has been largely effective at regulating these practices, since its more 

effective and legally specific clauses concern the logistical difficulties of international space 

activity, space exploration and safe conduct. The political and legal fragility of the document 

stems from the lack of articles on exploitation and colonisation of celestial bodies. The Outer 

Space Treaty namely does not contain specific regulation concerning exploitation, but Space 

exploitation was not actively promoted after the end of the cold war. However, there has been 

a paradigm shift in the past few years.  10  

 

                                                           
7 L. Fountain. ‘’Creating the Momentum in Space: Ending the Paralysis Produced by the Common Heritage of 
Mankind Doctrine’’ Connecticut Law Review 35 no 4 (2003), 1753-1787. 
8 https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf 
9 https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/cooperation/index.html 
10 Philip de Man, Exclusive Use in an Inclusive Environment : The Meaning of the Non-Appropriation Principle 
for Space Resource Exploitation. (Space Regulations Library. Cham: Springer International Publishing. 2016) 

https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf
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Status Quo 

Current initiatives of actors involved in space exploitation 

The development of more efficient and effective technologies for space travel, especially in 

regards to re-usable launch systems (RLS), has kick started a new era of public-private 

investment in space programs. On 30 March 2017, SpaceX launched and successfully recovered 

its reused Falcon 9 rocket. This marks the first time in history that a delivery system has been 

able to be redeployed. This marks a revolution in space flight, especially in the commercial 

sector. Reusable rockets dramatically cut down costs and will encourage investment in 

missions. It also enabled return flights from celestial bodies such as Mars. 11 

 

12 
 

In recent years, government organisations and private companies have brought forward a long 

list of proposals for unmanned and manned missions to outer space. These range from concrete 

and pragmatic to comically ambitious. 13 While a full list of them will be both time consuming 

and unnecessary, here are the most credible projects. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the national space agency of the United 

States known as NASA, plans to send unmanned rovers to Mars as early as 2020, and has a 

roadmap in place to build a self-sustaining human colony there by 2035.14 Other national space 

agencies like those from Russia and China have stated their intention to build such a colony in 

the 2040’s. They furthermore plan, as does the Japanese national space agency, to land humans 

on the Moon in the 2030’s. The European Space Agency has plans for the deployment of rovers 

to Mars by 2020, and a follow up manned exploration of the surface of Mars in the 2030’s.15 

The most credible private contender for manned human space flight is SpaceX, which is intent 

on having a self-sustaining colony on Mars by 2025 and has developed extensive infrastructure 

                                                           
11 Henry, Caleb (March 30, 2017). "SpaceX demonstrates reusability". SpaceNews. 
12 Scott Hendricks, What Does SpaceX’s Reusable Rocket Mean for Space Travel? (Big Think. April 1, 2017). 
http://bigthink.com/scotty-hendricks/one-small-step-for-spacex-one-giant-leap-for-inexpensive-space-flight 
13 “Human Settlement on Mars”, Mars One, https://www.mars-one.com/  
14  Daines, Gary, “NASA's Journey to Mars”, NASA, Aug. 7, 2017 https://www.nasa.gov/content/nasas-journey-
to-mars  
15 “The European Space Exploration Programme”, ESA, 
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/Exploration/The_European_Space_Exploration_Progra
mme_Aurora  

https://www.mars-one.com/
https://www.nasa.gov/content/nasas-journey-to-mars
https://www.nasa.gov/content/nasas-journey-to-mars
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/Exploration/The_European_Space_Exploration_Programme_Aurora
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Human_Spaceflight/Exploration/The_European_Space_Exploration_Programme_Aurora
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to that purpose 16 Lockheed Martin and Boeing also have such plans, be it at a later date. NASA 

and space agencies from other nations also have plans for the commercial exploitation of 

asteroids, but this project is still under early development and is, concerning the aforementioned 

confusion about resource rights in space, legally contested. 17 

 

Besides the exploration, exploitation or colonization of celestial bodies, there are also projects 

in the making to construct orbital platforms in the Earth and Lunar orbit. The most extensive of 

these is the Deep Space Gateway, which would go around the moon and serve as a sort of 

transport hub between Earth and manned missions in the solar system. The construction phase 

is planned somewhere in the late 2020’s.18 

 

Most of these proposals, ambitious as they are, have a focus on exploration and scientific 

research. It is thought that the lack of clear international legal procedures is withholding large 

schemes on the commercial exploitation of space, but that the gradual expansion of technologies 

and capacities will put pressure on nations with existing programs to agree to amendments of 

current international legislature on space exploitation. At the same time, as the potential benefits 

of space exploitation become better defined, the merits of such an agreement on space 

exploitation will become clearer. 19 20 

Gaps in legislation  

The main problem for possible space exploitation is thus the fact that the Outer Space Treaty 

rejects the existence of property rights in space through the non-appropriation principle. This 

means that national appropriation cannot occur, nor can an individual or private entity secure a 

‘title’ to anything in space simply by claiming it.21 So no property rights may be declared, at 

least not in the common meaning. It is generally accepted however that the right to exploit space 

and its celestial bodies is given through the freedom of use of outer space.22 But this is still 

subject to discussion.  

The Moon Treaty basically repeats the idea of the OST and provides some deepening. It 

explicitly addresses the exploitation of the moon and other celestial bodies. It states that in case 

of exploitation of the moon, attention has to be paid to the interest of future generations, which 

is in accordance with the common heritage principle.23 Furthermore, Art. 11.5 of the Moon 

                                                           
16 “About”, SpaceX, http://www.spacex.com/about  
17 David, Leonard (August 30, 2013). "Is NASA's Plan to Lasso an Asteroid Really Legal?". Space.com. 
18 Kathryn Hambleton. "Deep Space Gateway to Open Opportunities for Distant Destinations". www.nasa.gov. 
NASA. Retrieved April 5, 2017. 
19 Simberg, Rand (Fall 2012). "Property Rights in Space". The New Atlantis (37): 20–31 
20 20 Philip de Man, Exclusive Use in an Inclusive Environment : The Meaning of the Non-Appropriation Principle 
for Space Resource Exploitation. (Space Regulations Library. Cham: Springer International Publishing. 2016 
21 Lyall, F., & Larsen, P. B. (2009). Space Law. Farnham, Surrey, England: Routledge. P. 184 
22 De Cnudde, Pieter (2014). “Mining the Moon: Current and Future Exploitation Regime”, Ghent University, 
https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf p.83 and UNOOSA, 
United Nations Treaties and Principles on Outer Space, article 1 
(New York, United Nations. 2002) http://www.unoosa.org/pdf/publications/STSPACE11E.pdf   
Take for instance the smart solution of the Archimedes Institute which holds a draft register of claims to private 
property rights in outer space. A ‘claim’ is only a claim, not a title valid against all-comers. Registering a claim 
with the Institute does not confer a title or universally effective property rights as the Institute makes clear. 
23 Lyall, F., & Larsen, P. B. (2009). Space Law. Farnham, Surrey, England: Routledge. P. 184 

http://www.spacex.com/about
https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf
http://www.unoosa.org/pdf/publications/STSPACE11E.pdf
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Treaty calls for the establishment of an international regime through which its parties can 

govern the exploitation of the natural resources of the Moon when that exploitation is “about to 

become feasible” (technologically and economically).24 This requirement, along with the idea 

of equitable sharing of the benefits derived from the Moons resources by all state parties, made 

that the Moon treaty was signed by only a few countries, none of them with major space 

programs.25 Most countries thought it a step too far that benefits need to be distributed equally, 

regardless of which countries actually funded the effort of reaping them. Still, states that have 

signed the Moon Agreement are officially bound by it, and it takes precedence over the Outer 

Space treaty26.  

If one takes the common heritage principle in its most strict sense, businesses are effectively 

denied the opportunity to exploit resources in space. Thus most (developed) countries interpret 

the principle as "anyone can exploit these natural resources so long as no single nation claims 

exclusive jurisdiction over the area from which they are recovered’’.27 So the heritage lies in 

the access to the resources, making that every state has equal access, but not the technology or 

funding to exploit them.28Thus the current space law on exploitation is left with some loop 

holes. 

 

The United States already took matters in their own hand to provide firms with the necessary 

stability to start investing in space exploitation proposals. The Space Act of 2015 states that US 

citizens can “engage in the commercial exploration and exploitation of 'space resources' 

[including ... water and minerals]”.29 The United States reassures a disclaimer that it “does not 

thereby assert sovereignty or sovereign or exclusive rights or jurisdiction over, or the ownership 

of, any celestial body.”30 This way the Outer Space treaty is not compromised. This effectively 

creates the same situation we have with international waters, where no one owns the sea, but 

everyone (if licensed by their respective state) may take fish out of the water.  

 

One could ask themselves whether there is need for international regulation. Most regulations 

regarding space activities although guided by the OST are created on a national level since 

states are responsible in a way for the (space) activities that take place on their territory.31 The 

answer lies in the idea behind the common heritage principle. We want to preserve our common 

heritage of mankind for future generations, which means it requires a form of environmental 

                                                           
24 Lyall, F., & Larsen, P. B. (2009). Space Law. Farnham, Surrey, England: Routledge. P.190  
25 Idem 
26 Article 30, Convention on the Law of Treaties, Vienna, 22 May 1969 states that latter treaties have 
precedence over former unless it is specifically stated to be subject to, or not incompatible with the earlier 
treaties 
27 http://scholar.smu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1712&context=jalc  
28 idem 
29 Carol R. Buxton, “Property in Outer Space: The Common Heritage of Mankind Principle vs. the First in Time, 
First in Right, Rule of Property”, 69 J. Air L. & Com. 689 (2004), https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-
congress/house-bill/2262/text  
30 Dominic Basulto, “How property rights in outer space may lead to a scramble to exploit the moon’s 
resources”, The Washington Post, November 18, 2015, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2015/11/18/how-property-rights-in-outer-space-
may-lead-to-a-scramble-to-exploit-the-moons-resources/?utm_term=.b125a7355a22  
31A responsibility laid down as a general principle in the Outer Space Treaty   

http://scholar.smu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1712&context=jalc
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2262/text
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2262/text
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2015/11/18/how-property-rights-in-outer-space-may-lead-to-a-scramble-to-exploit-the-moons-resources/?utm_term=.b125a7355a22
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/innovations/wp/2015/11/18/how-property-rights-in-outer-space-may-lead-to-a-scramble-to-exploit-the-moons-resources/?utm_term=.b125a7355a22
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protection, or more specifically; planetary protection. Moreover, we want to assure equal access 

for all states. If there would be no international regulations, the consequences for violating 

ecology would be nearly absent. Furthermore, only the developed states would enjoy the 

benefits of outer space since only they have actual access thanks to their technological 

superiority.32  

Thus, the international community will either have to rephrase the common heritage principle 

(as applied to space law concerning exploitation) in the OST, or it will have to come up with a 

new legal framework.  

 

If you rephrase the classical view of the common heritage principle, as Kemal Baslar did, one 

could go around the non-appropriation principle of the Outer Space treaty and thus effectively 

allow space exploitation.33 The proposed change is to rephrase non-appropriation to non-

exclusive use regarding space resources.34 But even within those rights, the matter of ownership 

and thus property exist, which makes it difficult to be in accordance with the Outer Space 

Treaty. 

 

Secondly, Baslar proposes a Planetary Administration, instead of International Management, as 

is the case with commons like the international waters. This would be a supranational 

organization that governs the territories falling under the principle of the Common Heritage of 

Mankind. 35 

This is in accordance with request found in Article 11.5 of the Moon agreement, which bound 

the parties to work out an ‘international regime’ to govern the exploitation of resources on the 

Moon.36  

This international regime would by MA Art. 11.7 have to conform to notions of orderliness and 

safety, rational management, expanding the use of the resources and the equitable sharing in 

the benefits.37 

 

 

  

                                                           
32 De Cnudde, Pieter (2014). “Mining the Moon: Current and Future Exploitation Regime”, Ghent University, 
https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf p. 83 
33 Idem 
34 Idem 
35 Idem  
36 Lyall, Francis and Paul B. Larsen. Space Law. Routledge, 2009. EBSCOhost. 
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.proxy-
ub.rug.nl/ehost/ebookviewer/ebook/bmxlYmtfXzI5MjQ1MV9fQU41?sid=eff5d52c-251c-4f18-abb3-
7edf86798164@sessionmgr4008&vid=0&format=EB&rid=1  
37 idem 

https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.proxy-ub.rug.nl/ehost/ebookviewer/ebook/bmxlYmtfXzI5MjQ1MV9fQU41?sid=eff5d52c-251c-4f18-abb3-7edf86798164@sessionmgr4008&vid=0&format=EB&rid=1
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.proxy-ub.rug.nl/ehost/ebookviewer/ebook/bmxlYmtfXzI5MjQ1MV9fQU41?sid=eff5d52c-251c-4f18-abb3-7edf86798164@sessionmgr4008&vid=0&format=EB&rid=1
http://web.a.ebscohost.com.proxy-ub.rug.nl/ehost/ebookviewer/ebook/bmxlYmtfXzI5MjQ1MV9fQU41?sid=eff5d52c-251c-4f18-abb3-7edf86798164@sessionmgr4008&vid=0&format=EB&rid=1
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The role of the G20 

 
The G20 could prove a convenient forum to kickstart talks about the creation of space law 

regarding the exploitation of the Moon and celestial bodies. As a group of the most developed 

states in the economic sector it also contains the states with the most advanced space programs. 

Moreover, the main focus of the G20 has always been the global economy. It is therefore only 

a small step to place the topic of a space economy on the agenda.  

If the G20 council is able to come to a common platform and narrative on the exploitation of 

space, it could provide sufficient pressure on reform of the Outer Space Treaty, or the 

implementation of another legal framework. It would have to clearly identify the rights and 

duties of actors in space exploitation and develop pragmatic cooperation precedents. This would 

encourage the sustained, responsible development of a virtually unlimited sea of resources and 

knowledge, which can alter the human condition in revolutionary ways.  

A new international regime should respect the interests of mankind and the developing states. 

It must assure equal access as well as economic security for interested investors.38 Basic 

provisions like an effective dispute mechanism would need to be incorporated and lastly, to 

strengthen the environmental protection aspect of the common heritage principle, one would 

have to take into account the importance of sustainable management.39 The prevention of 

contamination of celestial bodies is an important part of the OST. If not adhered to, it could 

prevent us from finding life on another planet. Thus ‘planetary protection’ as it is sometimes 

also called, is an aspect worth taking into account. While it can thus adopt a common position 

on international space law, which will drive the eventual development of that law due to the 

councils economic preeminence, the G20 cannot itself adopt or modify laws. Delegates should 

also think about moving beyond adopting a common narrative on space law, and come up with 

pragmatic cooperation initiatives between G20 states to reinforce their vision of the exploitation 

of space. Examples would be a shared settlement initiative of celestial bodies, or the 

construction and maintenance of international orbital platforms.    

 

The G20 offers a great opportunity for their members to go beyond the economy of the world 

to form a common vision on how to regulate and implement a space economy. It is up to you 

to decide which path we take. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
38 De Cnudde, Pieter (2014). “Mining the Moon: Current and Future Exploitation Regime”, Ghent University, 
https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf p.93 
39 Idem 

https://lib.ugent.be/fulltxt/RUG01/002/213/659/RUG01-002213659_2015_0001_AC.pdf
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Questions a Resolution Must Answer (QARMA’s) 
 

 

• Practical dimension 

o What concrete steps can the G20 take to reinforce their vision of the regulation 

and implementation of Space exploitation, taking into account previous 

cooperation examples such as the International Space Station?  

 

• Legislative dimension 

o What can the G20 do to encourage reform on international legislation and 

more clearly define property rights in space in order to encourage investment 

in economic development, and should this exploitation be regulated by an 

international regime or be left to national governments?  

• Normative dimension 

o What is the position of the G20 on the emergence of private initiatives engaged 

in space exploitation (such as SpaceX) in a so far state-dominated market? And 

on the exploitation of space by an international regime or separate entities?  

 

• Ethical dimension 

o What is the stance of the G20 on the definition of the principle of the common 

heritage of man? (also taking into accounts such principles as planetary 

protection) Should it be interpreted in the narrow sense or should competition 

and ownership in space be allowed? 
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